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Enhanced resolution of the structures can be achieved by employing the bottom anti-reflective coating
(BARC) material in laser interference lithography process. The purpose of the BARC is to control the reflection
of light at the surface of the wafer to minimize the effects caused by reflection. Lloyd's mirror interferometer is
utilized for the experiment with 257 nm wavelength Ar-Ion laser used as the light source to generate one-
dimensional nanoscale patterns. By adjusting reflectivity through application of the BARC material, scattering
of the patterns are reduced. The effects of BARC material are explored to confirm the reduction of the vertical
standing wave, which is the main cause of undesirable nanoscale patterns. It is also highlighted that
improvements through utilization of BARC material enables smaller pattern size with a set pitch size by
controlling the exposure energy.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In recent years, there is soaring demand for technology to create
components of nano- scale integrated circuits in the field, such as
biotechnology and nanotechnology display, IT industry, environment,
and energy. The technologies utilized to fabricate nano-structures
include nano-imprint lithography, e-beam lithography, scanning
probe-based writing, and focused ion-beam etching. However, most
of these technologies require high equipment prices and face
challenges in producing large patterns spanning several nano-meters
[1,2]. In contrast, laser interference lithography (LIL) is considered to
be highly efficient, in terms of its maskless and quick process, and its
capability of generating patterns over a large area. LIL is a well
established concept where an interference pattern between two
coherent light waves are set up and recorded over a photosensitive
layer to produce periodic structures. Moreover, LIL has been applied to
fabricate one, two and multi-dimensional patterns through structural
modification of the apparatus and utilization of multiple beams [1–5].
However, the vertical standing waves caused by the reflection from
the Si substrate results in generating undesired patterns [6]. To
prevent these problems, anti-reflective coating is widely used where
it controls the reflection of the laser light source at the surface of the
wafer [7–9].

The main focus of this study is on the investigation of the effects of
bottom anti-reflective coating (BARC) material in LIL for generating
more uniform nanoscale structures with the usage of a robust positive
photoresist and BARC. The effects are further explored through the
reduction in the size of the patterns by controlling the angle between
two beams and the energy applied.

2. Experimental details

The experiment employed a Lloyd'smirror interferometerwithAr-Ion
(λ=257 nm) laser as shown in Fig. 1(a). The laser with 515 nm
wavelength was frequency doubled by a beta-barium borate crystal
[10]. The laser beam goes through the spatial filter which was then
expanded27 times. Pinholewasapplied fornoise reductionand iris for the
exposure beam area selection. As shown in Fig. 1(b), a single exposure
results in one-dimensional line patterns and 90° rotation of the sample
between double exposures produces two-dimensional dot patterns.

In order to investigate the effects of BARC, case studies with and
without the application of BARC, commercialized anti-reflective resin
(DUV-30J, Brewer Science), were performed. Additionally, the
variation of LIL angle (θ, half angle between the two incident
beams) and the applied energy dose to the sample were explored.
Firstly, a 3 cm×3 cm Si substratewas cleanedwith acetone, methanol,
and deionized water. For the experiments without the usage of BARC,
hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) was spin coated for 30 s at 2000 rpm
on the bare silicon substrate to improve adhesion between the Si
substrate and the photoresist (DHK-BF424, DongJin). The photoresist,
chosen for 257 nm wavelength laser, was then spin coated for 25 s at
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3000 rpm, and baked at 110 °C for 60 s. On the other hand, for the
experiments with the usage of BARC, BARCmaterials were spin coated
for 25 s at 3000 rpm on Si substrates resulting in around 492 nm
thickness, measured by a surface profiler. The photoresist was then
spin coated on top of BARC for 25 s at 3000 rpm without using HMDS,
with the resulting thickness of around 472 nm, which was then baked
at 110 °C for 60 s. Once the exposure energy was set at the desired
dose using the optical power/energy meter, the sample was exposed
by the laser. Next, following the post exposure baking at 110 °C for
60 s, the sample was developed according to time conditions. Finally,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S4800, 10 kV) images

were taken for each sample. The series of case studies were identically
prepared in this manner in order to observe the effects of BARC and
especially to investigate the reduction in the size of the patterns by
controlling LIL angle and the energy dose applied.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows the comparison between samples with and without
the application of BARC for one and two-dimensional patterns. The
exposure dose was set to be 12 mJ/cm2, identical experimental
procedures were performed for each case. For the samples with the

Fig. 1. (a) Overview of the LIL apparatus; and (b) SEM images of (left) one-dimensional and (right) two-dimensional patterns.
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photoresist only, shown in Fig. 2(a) and (d), inconsistent shapes could
be observed. As the vertical standing waves were caused from the
reflection from the Si substrate, the width of the pillar was reduced as
it is closer to the substrate and irregular wall surface could also be
observed. These agree with the findings from previously reported
work [7–11]. By applying the BARC materials, improvements on the
patterns could be clearly seen in Fig. 2(b) and (e). With the
introduction of the BARC materials, the patterns show more
uniformity and stability, inconsistent shapes and irregular wall
surfaces reduced, preventing the possibilities of the collapse of the
structures. Additionally, pattern footing and T-top phenomena from
the development process were significantly reduced. Since the
enhancements of the patterns were confirmed, the possibility to

fabricate smaller pattern sizes was investigated, highlighting the
effects of the BARC materials. Conventional method of reducing the
pitch and pattern size involves applying different LIL angles according
to Eq. (1).

The relationship between the pitch of the pattern (Λ) and the angle
between the two incident beams (2θ) can be expressed as follows:

Λ¼ λ
2sinθ

: ð1Þ

By observing Fig. 3, it is clear that the changes in pitch and pattern
size follow the theoretical values calculated from the equation. The
comparison of sizes is itemized below in Table 1. The difference

Fig. 2. SEM images of one-dimensional patterns (a) without BARC; (b) and (c) with BARC. Two-dimensional patterns (d) without BARC and (e) with BARC.

Fig. 3. SEM images of one-dimensional patterns at different angles of (a) & (b) 10 and (c) & (d) 20°.
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between measured and calculated pitch sizes was minimal which
confirms the validity of Eq. (1). In addition, it could be observed that
the fabricated pattern size was approximately half of the measured
pitch size. However, as shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d), increasing the LIL
angle leads to less uniform patterns due to the size limitations of LIL
process.

To further investigate the effect of the BARC materials, the applied
energy dose was varied instead of the LIL angle. By increasing the
energy dose, although the pitch size was set to be around 770 nm, the
pattern size was decreased down to 190 nm. Fig. 4 shows the top and
cross sectional views of the line patterns at four different energy doses
applied. The energy doses were 9, 12, 13.5, and 18 mJ/cm2, resulting in

pattern sizes of 390, 340, 290 and 190 nm, itemized in Table 2. It is
apparent that increasing the applied dose results in smaller pattern
size, less than the quarter of the pitch size observed from this
experiment. The inverse linear relationship between energy dose and
pattern size was also confirmed. Although the smallest pattern size
was found to be 190 nm, which is larger than that from increasing LIL
angle to 20° (around 160 nm), the uniformity of the patterns were
significantly improved, as shown in Fig. 4(e)–(h). This again high-
lights the effect of the BARC materials where up to 190 nm pattern
size, improved uniformity and stability were achieved over an area of
3×3 cm2.

4. Conclusions

The effects of the BARC materials were studied for generating
nanoscale patterns by LIL. Significant reduction of the vertical
standing waves were observed, which resulted in enhancements of
the pattern size reduction. Investigations on decreasing the pattern
size were also performed, with the smallest line pattern size of

Table 1
Comparison between theoretical and actual pitch sizes of the fabricated patterns.

LIL Angle Theoretical Pitch Size Measured Pitch Size Measured Pattern Size

10o 740 nm ~742 nm ~350 nm
20o 376 nm ~380 nm ~160 nm

Fig. 4. SEM images of patterns at different exposure energy doses (a) & (e) 9, (b) & (f) 12, (c) & (g) 13.5, and (d) & (h) 18 mJ/cm2 with pattern sizes of 390, 340, 290, and 190 nm
respectively.
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190 nm over an area of 3×3 cm2 to be achieved, while maintaining
the uniformity and improved status of the structures. With the
application of the BARC materials, it could be possible to generate
smaller uniform patterns, enhancing the pattern size limitations of LIL.
These uniform patterns could be advantages for various applications,
such as fabrication of a stamp mold for nano-imprinting lithography.
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Table 2
Pitch and pattern sizes at different energy doses applied.

Energy dose
(mJ/cm2)

Pitch Size
(nm)

Pattern Size
(nm)

Size Ratio
(Pitch:Pattern)

9 ~770 390 1.97 : 1
12 340 2.27 : 1
13.5 290 2.66 : 1
18 190 4.05 : 1
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